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About This Content

If Ricky’s good at one thing, it’s telling people to f*ck off. If you’re looking to boost your bird flipping power, let this pack help
you out. It also bundles in a Swish Still, Liquor, and some Epic Trunks to boost all your businesses’ profits!

15 Ricky Cards
- Boost Ricky with 15 Ricky Cards to level up him up 3 times (if you have enough liquor). For every level, Ricky’s F**k Off

Power doubles! After every season is
  completed, Ricky’s power is essential during the boss fight; the better you do, the more times you will be able to open the

Police Trunk. Each trunk gives you a chance
  to get Liquor, Cash, Character Cards (Epic, Rare, and Common) and Business Cards.

Get 1 Epic Character
- Swish Still. Swish Still boosts all Businesses with a 25% cash multiplier.

Get 15 Swish Still Cards
- If you have 15 Swish Still Cards, you can level up the Swish Still 3 times (if you have enough liquor). For every level, the cash

bonus is raised by 25%.

Get 2 Epic Trunks
- Each trunk includes 6 chances to get Liquor, Cash, Character Cards (Epic, Rare, and Common), and Business Cards.

Get 1000 Liquor
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- With Liquor, you can renovate your Businesses and level up Characters.

(You need to reach season 3 before you can claim your rewards)
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Title: Trailer Park Boys: Greasy Money - Ricky's Garbage Bag
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
East Side Games
Publisher:
East Side Games
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 512 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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they over coplicated the game play to the point where even in very east mode the game is unwinable.

the fact is it easy for the developers to play a game they made because they know every milk and crannie to the game. but what
most developers dont realize is not every one is into over complicated games where you die to quickly and easily espesially in
very easy mode which is for the new players.

it wasnt a bad game visually but the gameplay itself was as a matter of fact a huge let down and im very dissapointed with them.

im sorry but a game thats unwinnable is an insault to gamers who spend there time and money buying a game that they
themselves wanna win quickly. this is also why people buy arcade style games in the first place as a (5 mins) meditation to
escape the real world and the last thing they wanna have is being constantly blown up and getting stressed out from it

personally this game needs to go back to the drawing board while visually its good the gameplay itself was an insault to gamers
every where so for these reason i have to give Psichodelya a persoanal rating of 1\/10. Nice little game.. Needs a tutorial as at
first its frustratingly maddening without clearer instructions.Like holding ctrl when your zombie horde is created over the
zombie type panel to add surplus walkers to your control and even on easy mode its rock hard,I have only managed to grab one
city on easy before they killed (again) all of my forces.Despite all of these issues I really like it, its a just pop on and blast 15
minute type of game which with balancing might pleasantly suprise you.. Cheaper than a burger and much more tasty... Just
wish I could shoot that fricking dog.. A unique take on the rhythm genre that has plenty of fresh ideas and perspective.
It\u2019s far from perfect though and mostly suffers from implementation issues that shoot itself in the leg like Cheddar Bob.
Every facet will impress you, and then at the same time disappoint you. It\u2019s an experience to play this game, offering
plenty of challenge and sublime moments of accomplishment. The issue is that I see this being a game you\u2019ll either love or
hate, with little to be found in the middle.

The most important aspect is the gameplay, and this offers a combination of 140\u2019s rhythm platforming elements and
DDR\u2019s rhythm based direction action phases. Everything is mostly solid, with the occasional bug where the beat and
action\/platformer phases don\u2019t sync up properly. Upon death or reset though these usually rectify themselves. This
section is the main reason for my recommendation, as there are only very minor issues.

The visuals are one of the most prolific section that I can think of that is a double-edged sword. They are beautifully colorful,
with a great aesthetic pleasure to it. The use of visuals gives a very psychedelic persona to the whole experience. Yet, these same
qualities end up being the downside as well. During peak action times the screen gets overrun with various effects and color
swaps that end up looking more like screen vomit than anything else. It distracts from the gameplay at a variety of times and is
just too much at times.

Next is the control options. Both the keyboard and controller controls feel very tight. The keyboard is by far the better option
though, with the timings and input lag between commands being decreased. This is mostly due to the full reset control scheme
that must be adhered to. When using the Klangs, the right joystick must go to a full neutral position before the next command
can be input. This offers a few extra millisecond lags as the keyboard only relies on a key to fully reset. Movement controls are
better with the controller though. Certain sections see you flying around on a board, of sorts, and the keyboard limits you to only
8 directions. The controller joystick has no such limitations. Then there\u2019s no remapping allowed for either scheme. Old
controllers beware though, there are no sensitivity options for the joystick so even the slightest offset from neutral will have you
running at full speed.

Third, the difficulty is skewed at many sections of the game. This game is hard, and the dev states that this was intentional. The
hardship of this is manageable on the main setting throughout the entire game. As well you can change the difficulty on the fly
with no real penalties applied. The issue is that there is no ramping of the difficulty once you get past the p1rate b4y level.
There are sections in the early areas that are more difficult than other later sections. Now the end levels are by far the most
difficult, but there are random ups and downs in this context. As well, the controller issues explained above can add to the
difficulty in what feels like an artificial way.

A few things that this hit totally on the head are the music and story aspects of the game. The former has maybe a song or two
that I wasn\u2019t a fan of. While the latter is perfectly flippant, and comical for what it is. There is a subtlety to the story that
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one must look for in some of the fine-tuned details that add depth. Either way they felt totally at home within the context of the
game.

I enjoyed this game, it was an interesting experience. If it didn\u2019t sabotage itself through implementation issues, I would
easily give it a much higher score than the 7.5 I\u2019d rate it currently. As it stands though, I still think this is a title that
deserves to be checked out. It\u2019s a challenging and fun experience that I think most rhythm gamers will thoroughly enjoy.
Though maybe watch the videos on the community page to get a sense of some of the faster paced action elements.. Amazing
graphics. Amazing music. Very good sound effects. Great overall atmosphere. Appalling voice acting. Minimal storytelling, and
virtually non-existent gameplay. And, perhaps worst of all, NO FRICKING FLASHLIGHT...

  In Lex Mortis, you play a mentally-challenged young man who felt the urge to leave an island community because he couldn't
quite "fit in", and it's no surprise considering he's so unresourceful that he insists upon searching abandoned houses in near-
darkness whilst never picking up any of the numerous, functioning light sources scattered throughout their rooms. Being a
slightly backward and childlike individual, he also likes to run at ridiculous speeds when he is out in the sunshine, and crawl
about at snail-like speeds when indoors after dark (my guess is he scares easy). He also doesn't speak - correction: MUMBLE -
very good English, in spite of the fact that it appears to be his first language. Well, I'm assuming it's his first language, because
most people don't tend to talk to themselves in a SECOND language they're only semi-fluent in...DO THEY?!

  This game has soooooo much potential, and I would have so much hope for it if only the words "Early Access" appeared on the
Store page. But alas...it would appear to be allegedly "finished", and updates are seemingly few and far between, so not much is
liable to change between now and the end of Eternity. For the time being, I'll officially declare it my "Number One Tech Demo
of 2015", and maybe check it out again in several months in the hope that it evolves into a fully-fledged "game". So near, yet so
far...near to WHAT, exactly, I don't quite know, but I'd sure love to play it once the devs sort
their\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out...

Verdict: 6.5\/10.. Uhh no. Tutorial makes no sense. To frusturating to figure out how to play. not worth 40 cents
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This one is a hard thumbs-down to give, because this is not a bad game (in fact, it's a good one). My main argument against this
one is, being a sequel to the original, all you're really getting that's new is one playable character and maybe a minor gameplay
tweak or two. So you can pay $5 for a good bargain-bin-priced fighting game or pay $20 for the same game with one additional
playable character. While I like the game so far and on its own merits it's good, the fact that it's a sequel that is 99% like the
first one-and costs 2-3 times as much-is why I go thumbs down, It's a good game and offers plenty of good anime-style
fanservice, but because of the original I can't recommend this one over the first game. If, however, you can somehow get this on
a sale\/promotion for $10 or less (normally it's $20), then go for it.. more like grand theft BAD. This is what you get when you
get it, do it, and then perfect it. Buy Videoball and try out the perfect sport transported through space and time direct to you
from the BEST of all possible universes.

9.9999999 out of 10. I can't recommend this game at full price. Fun for the first couple levels, then gets tedious and repetitive.
Several level breaking bugs on the last couple levels of the game that require complete restarts, buggy controls (using xobx 360),
final game breaking bug that doesn't fix even with restart on last level keeping me from being able to complete the story. The
soundtrack is good, along with the level backgrounds, and overall aesthetic but I found myself just trying to finish for the sake
of finishing rather than because I was having fun. Couple this with the numerous bugs I ran into and I can't justify $10. Pick it
up for $2-$3 or less to have a little fun. Other than that save your money. Mediocre at best. 3\/5. I have just seen this game on
Steam this morning and have purchased it right away!
So many VR games that are released at the moment that have one or two ideas that would make a great VR experience but are
then restricted to making a very short game in order for it not to get repetitive\/boring. 'Stolen Steel' is Not restricted by this!!!
I really hope that 'Impromptu Games' do go ahead with making more content for this, as it has so much potential (So Much!).
There are so many different things they can do with this, they don't even need to worry much about a story!
I could really see the game becoming a VR Skyrim\/Legend of Grimrock style of game, which would fill a big hole in the VR
market.
There are so many fantastic non-VR games to compete with out there but with VR it is much easier to stand out in the crowd
(especially with this little gem!).
Keep up the great work 'Impromptu Games' , I really hope that this game will keep growing! :-)
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